Chablis Grand Cru
“Blanchot”

Chablis Grand Cru
“Les Clos”

96

“Some very exotic fruit with ripe
peaches, mangoes and melon, as
well as notes of lemons, grapefruit
and flinty minerals. The palate has
a vibrant sleeve of acidity that
creates attractive tension and
density. A very powerful wine that
needs time.”
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Chablis Grand Cru
“Preuses”

94

“An exotic and quite ripe,
almost candied edge, but this
is underpinned by extremely
assertive acidity that really bites
and lights up the palate. This
has richness and that trademark
Preuses acidity, bringing a lemon
sherbet-like spark on the finish.”

Chablis 1er Cru
“Fourchaume”

93

Chablis 1er Cru
“Montmains”

92

95

“ There’s attractive, bright fruit on
offer here, in the ripe-mango, peach
and nectarine zone. Attractive wild
flowers, too. The palate has a super
succulent core of vibrant acidity
with a wealth of fresh mangoes and
peaches. Long, smooth finish.”

“Some very attractive exotic fruit
here with mango, papaya and
melon, as well as peaches and
more. A riot of fresh fruit and some
gentle reductive funk that works
well. The palate has a powerful
core with exceptional depth and
seamless, fleshy drive. There’s a lot
to like here.”

Chablis 1er Cru
“Mont de Milieu”

“Attractively exotic fruit aromas
with an air of striking purity and
freshness. The palate delivers a
steely resolve with a superb core
of fresh and fine acidity, carrying
long and deep into the dry, crisp
finish. Great wine.”

92

“ A very light and fresh nose with
a cool, stony mineral edge. The
palate is super plush and smoothly
rendered with bright, fleshy fruit,
carrying long and even. Great
tension here.”

Chablis 1er Cru
“Vaillons”

92

“Some attractive stony and chalky
aromas, as well as white peaches
and hints of yellow grapefruit. The
palate has a great sense of detail and
composure. Very tight with good
density and weight and a tense finish.”

